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Stores person/ Warehouse

Hampshire

23-24k

Stores person/ manufacturing warehouse person Urgently required to work for a specialist

manufacturing business in Hampshire. This is a key role to the business where you will be

ensuring all company stock and non-stock items are received, stored, picked and delivered to

internal & external customers. You will be working with and supporting multiple areas of

the business a range of departments, providing top level customer service and support.

We are looking for an experienced storeman who has ideally worked within manufacturing

environments, Ideally electronics. However the main thing will be experience of working within

a busy stores department, working at pace with health and safety and quality at the

forefront. This isn't a basic role we are looking for an experienced individual who has the

ability to spot opportunities for improvements and make reasonable suggestions to eliminate

errors, reduce scrap or damage to parts and improve efficiency.

Stock checking, picking kits, shortages for production,

picking parts for sales orders and despatch
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Delivering and collecting parts

Loading and unloading vehicles

Familiar with manual handling and working in a production environment

experience with stock control software preferred, IT Literacy

Good attention to detail - counting, weighing, labelling, listening and executing instructions in a

focused and professional manner

Willingness to be flexible within the role to carry out varying tasks as and when needed

Experience handling electronic components in an ESD environment and handling electro-

mechanical parts is desirable but not essentialThis is a 12 month Fixed Term contract.

If you have the above skills and wish to be considered for this position or find out more

details then please contact Nathan Woakes on (phone number removed) or submit your CV to

alternatively, apply to this advert!

Proactive also offer a referral scheme for successful applicants - if you know anyone that

could be suited to this position then please contact Proactive with there details and if they are

placed by Proactive you will receive £250. *T&Cs apply*

Proactive Technical Recruitment is committed to equality in the workplace and is an equal

opportunity employer.

Proactive Global is committed to equality in the workplace and is an equal opportunity

employer.

Proactive Global is acting as an Employment Business in relation to this vacancy.

Apply Now
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